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Thank you for your efforts in working to ensure fair, representative districts following the latest census. In
reviewing the numerous proposed maps, there are many that divide Penasquitos - a tight-knit community with
common interests, a common school district that maintains a diverse population that provides a great community for
our children.
In reviewing the maps, Map 13a v1 and Map 13 v6 keep this community together. With the massive development
going on our area, largely impacting our community and Carmel Mountain, it would not represent the needs of the
community to divide it. Infrastructure for this community is being neglected while the changes with development
has changed our daily lives. In living and working in this community, I can't seem to get over the freeway on
Carmel Mtn Rd. for 3 light cycles during rush hour due to the increased traffic caused by development on the west
side of the freeway while the daily living is done on the east side of the freeway (work, groceries, gas, etc) where
there have been no traffic improvements. Another 800 homes are under construction so it will only get worse,
especially if we are a sidelined/divided community.
There is a much more natural division of land and interests along the lines of the PQ Canyon reserve. It also aligns
with school district boundaries. Please do not divide this community that needs to work together more than ever so
gaps can be filled in other areas.   
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